Christmas Pyramid Fold
Created by Helen Jennings - Love-a-Duckie
https://loveaduckie.co.uk

Supply List
To shop for supplies, click here: https://s.tamp.in/5UOCuY
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●

3 pieces of 10.5cm x 10.5cm / 4 1/4" x 4 1/4" Evening Evergreen
1 piece 10cm x 10cm / 4" x 4" of Evening Evergreen
2 pieces 10cm x 10cm / 4" x 4" DSP
1 piece 10cm x 10cm /4" x 4" of Basic White.
Gold Foil, Real Red and Vellum for die cuts.
Basic White and Real Red for Sentiments
24cm/9" Real Red Ribbon
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Instructions
1.

Score the three 10.5cm/4 1/4" squares on the diagonal. Arrange 2 squares so they are sitting side by side with the
diagonal going from bottom left to top right on the left hand square and top left to bottom right on the right hand
square.

2.

Stick the 3rd square on the top in a diamond orientation, so the score line goes top to bottom down the centre and
the two top edges are laying along the score lines of the bottom 2 squares. Stick in place.

3.

Cut the two pieces of DSP in half on the diagonal, to give 4 triangles - you will only need 3.

4.

Stick 2 triangles on the front diamond panel. If you are using a magnet as a closure, stick the magnet to the top right
hand corner of the right hand panel. before sticking the third piece of DSP onto this triangle.

5.

Fold the card around into a pyramid and position the other half of the magnet on the left hand triangle with a glue
dot. Cut the 10cm/4" square of Evening Evergreen in half on the diagonal and use one piece to cover the panel with
the 2nd half of the magnet.

6.

Cut the Basic White card in half on the diagonal and stick both pieces to the two centre triangles on the inside of the
card.

7.

Die cut 2 each of the fancy baubles in Gold Foil (6 in total); 6 Real Red bows and 9 Gold Foil stars. Back the baubles
with vellum and cut out. Add a bow to each bauble.

8.

Stick the baubles and the stars to the three sides of the pyramid. Add a bow of Real Red Ribbon to the top.

9.

Stamp the "Christmas Greetings" and "Wishing you a season decorated with happiness and wonder" in Evening
Evergreen onto oddments of Basic White. Back with Real Red card. Stick the Christmas Greetings" to the front of the
pyramid with dimensionals and stick the other greeting inside the fold over flap with multipurpose adhesive.

10. As long as you keep the three squares the same size you can make these pyramids as big or small as you like, from
table settings to large home decor pieces. You are only limited by the size of your cardstock.
11. You can use velcro to fasten the pyramid instead of magnets, or if it is a static decoration use adhesive.
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